PUBLICATIONS

APL staff members were authors or co-authors of the following unclassified books and technical articles that were recently published:

Advances in deep space telecommunications technology at the Applied Physics Laboratory, in Proc. Fourth IAA Int. Conf. on Low-Cost Planetary Missions, Laurel, MD (2–5 May 2000).

Charles HK Jr, Beck TJ (JHU School of Med.), Feldmesser HK, Magee TC, Spisz TS, and Piscacane VL

Chin DC, and Biondo AC

Chu MI, and Mitnick WL

Cole TD, Cheng AF, Reiter RA, Smith DE, and Zuber M

Connelly MR

Conolly MR, and Kuttler JR

Farrell RA, and McCally RL

Farrell RA, McCally RL, and Rouseff D (Univ. of Wash.)

Farris RS, and Stuckey CB

Foard TR

Fu MC (UMCP), Marcus SI (UMCP), and Wang IJ

Fuchs PN (JHMI), Campbell JN (JHMI), and Meyer RA

Good RM
Bad things happen to good editors, Editorial Eye 23(8), 10 (Aug 2000).

Grant SM, and Grossman KR

Grossman KR, and Grant SM

Hawkswe SE III, Cheng AF, and Lanzerotti LJ

Hawkswe SE III, Roelof EC, Gold RE, Lanzerotti LJ, Ho GC, and Lario D
Beam-like ~40–300 keV electron events measured at 1 AU by ACE/EPAM (1997–present) and from 1.5–5 AU during the Ulysses/HI-SCALE in-ecliptic mission (1990–1992), EOS Trans. 81, S349 (9 May 2000).

Heidepriem HE

Higuchi T, and Ohtani S-I

Hill SD, and Spall JC

Hohnman DS, Murdock TM, Westerfield EE, Hattox TM, and Kusterer TL

Holdridge ME
Applying successful NEAR mission operations approaches and refining for CONTOUR mission operations, in Proc. 4th IAA Int. Conf. on Low-Cost Planetary Missions, Paper #IAA-L-0802 (2–5 May 2000).

Huang JH (JHMI), Ali Z (JHMI), Campbell JN (JHMI), and Meyer RA
Spatial mapping of the zone of secondary hyperalgesia reveals a gradual decline of pain with distance but sharp borders, Pain 86, 33–42 (2000).

Hutchison DW, and Hill SD

Jorum E (JHMI), Warncke T (JHMI), Ziegler EA (JHMI), Magele W (JHMI), Fuchs PN (JHMI), Meyer RA, and Treede RD (JHMI)

Kamide Y, and Lui ATY

Keane JF, Lutz RR, Myers SE, and Coolahan JE

Kroshi WM, and Pandolfi PP

Lamb JL

Lario D, Roelof EC, Gold RE, Hawkins SE III, Marsden RG, Sanderson TR, Forsyth RJ, and Gooling JT
Solar energetic ion events at 1 AU (ACE) and at mid-latitudes (~50S) at 3.5–5 AU (Ulysses), EOS Trans. 81 (9 May 2000).

Li Y (JHMI), Dorsii MJ (JHMI), Meyer RA, and Belzberg AJ (JHMI)
Mechanical hyperalgesia after an L5 spinal nerve lesion is not dependent on input from injured nerve fiber, Pain 85, 493–502 (2000).

Lui ATY

Lui ATY, Chapman SC, Liou K, Newell PT, Meng C-I, Brittacher M, and Parks GK
Is the dynamic magnetosphere an avalanching system?, Geophys. Res. Lett. 27(7), 911–914 (1 Apr 2000).

Lui ATY, Williams DJ, McEntire RW, Christon SP, Galvin AB, and Knipp DJ

Luman RR
Integrating cost and performance models to determine requirements allocation for complex systems, Johns Hopkins APL Tech. Dig. 21(3), 408–425 (2000).

Luman RR

Lutz RR

Maryak JL, and Chin DC

McCally RL, and Matsuzawa M (JHU)

Comparison of flip chip technologies on rigid polyimide with respect to reliability and manufacturing costs, in Proc. 50th Electronic Components and Technology Conf. (ECTC) (21–24 May 2000).

Moore RC

Morris MM

Murchie, SL, Robinson MS, Li H, Domingue DL, Prockter LM, Thomas PC, and Clark B
Spectral variations on Eros measured by the NEAR multispectral imager, EOS Trans. 81, S285 (2000).

Myers SE, Pandolfi PP, Keane JF, Younossi O, Roth JK, Clark MJ, Lehman DA, and Dechoretz JA

Nardo AR, and Patrene DM

Nishikawa K-I
Evolution of thin current sheet with a southward interplanetary magnetic field studied by a three-dimensional electromagnetic particle code, J. Geophys. Res. 105(A6), 13,017–13,026 (1 Jun 2000).

Nosé M, Lui ATY, Ohtani S-I, Maak BH, McEntire RW, Williams DJ, Mukai T, and Yamoto K

Pace DK

Paxton LJ, Yee J-H, Fountain GH, and Meng C-I

Persons DF, Mosher LE, and Hartka TJ

Porter DL, and Raney RK
WITTEX: A constellation of satellite radar altimeters for ocean monitoring, EOS Trans. 81 (9 May 2000).

Proctor LM, Pappalardo RT, and Head JW

Proctor LM, Thomas PC, Veverka J, Bussey B, Robinson MS, Murchie SL, and Domigue DL
Structural features on Eros, EOS Trans. 81, S286 (2000).

Romonesko BM, Charles HK Jr, Cristion JA, and Siu BK (Simplex Technol., Inc.)

Romonesko BM, Charles HK Jr, Cristion JA, and Siu BK (Simplex Technol., Inc.)

Salamacha C, Smoot S, and Farris K

Shell EM, Lue Y, and Chu MI

Sinex CH, Lilly TC, and Harlow MA
Using the war room process to explore network-centric warfare, Johns Hopkins APL Tech. Dig. 21(3), 368–377 (2000).

Slugg RM (JHMI), Meyer RA, and Campbell JN (JHMI)
Coolahan JE  

Connelly MR  

Davila JM, Sharer PJ, and Rust DM  

Erlanson RE, Meng C-L, and Rusin D  

Farrell RA, McCally RL, and Roussef D (Univ. of Wash.)  

Farrell RA, McCally RL, and Roussef D (Univ. of Wash.)  

Feilhauer KB  

Gemeny SE  

Haggerty DK  
IMF structure during upstream events and compound magnetic clouds, Bartol Space Science Seminar, University of Delaware (5 May 2000).

Harvey RJ  

Hayek CS, Doss OW, Antoine MD, and Lalekos MA  
Development and test results of an automated CBW agent alert capability for a MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer, 48th ASMS Conf. on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics, Long Beach, CA (11–15 Jun 2000).

Hutchison DW, and Hill SD  

Kanungo T (UMCP), Mount D (UMCP), Netanyahu N (Bar Ilan Univ.), Silverman R (UMBC), Wu A (AU), and Piasko C  
The analysis of a simple k-means clustering algorithm, ACM Symp. on Computational Geometry, Hong Kong (Jun 2000).

Lario D  
Solar energetic particle events in the rising phase of solar cycle 23: Observations at 1 and 5 AU, Space and Cosmic Ray Physics Seminar, University of Maryland, College Park (1 May 2000).

Li Y (JHMI), Dorsil MJ (JHMI), Meyer RA, and Belzberg AJ (JHMI)  
Mechanical hyperalgesia following an L5 spinal nerve lesion in the rat is not dependent on input from injured nerve fibers, AANS 2000, San Francisco, CA (Apr 2000).

Lui ATY, and Cheng CZ  
Effect of field line stretching in field line resonance, SuperDARN Mtg., Beechworth, Australia (23–26 May 2000).

PRESENTATIONS  

APL staff were among those who gave the following unclassified presentations:

Charles HK Jr, Beck TJ (JHU School of Med.), Feldmesser HK, Magee TC, Spisz TS, and Piscanec VL  
Precision bone and muscle loss measurements by advanced multiple projection DEXA techniques for space flight applications, 13th IAA Humans in Space Symp., Santorini, Greece (20–26 May 2000).

Chin DC, and Biondo AC  

Chin DC, and Maryak JL  
An efficient optimization technique for image restoration and image-related modeling, presented at the Center for Imaging Sciences at The Johns Hopkins University (24 Apr 2000).

Cole TD, Cheng AF, Reiter RA, Smith DE, and Zuber M  
Lui ATY, Liou K, Newell PT, Meng C-I, and Mukai T
On the optical signatures of fast plasma flows in the magnetotail, Int. Conf. on Substorms-5, St. Petersburg, Russia (16–20 May 2000).

McCally RL, and Matsuawaza M (JHU)

Mechtel DM (US Naval Acad.), Charles KH Jr, and Franco-martins AS

Meyer RA
The peripheral neural mechanisms of heat pain sensation, 3rd Int. Workshop on Semiconductor and Solid State Lasers in Medicine, St. Petersburg, Russia (26–27 May 2000).

Moore RC

Nelson CV, and Smith DG
Handheld time-domain electromagnetic identification (TEMID) sensor system, EUROEM 2000, Edinburgh, Scotland (1 Jun 2000).

Norton JR
The versatile uses of quartz in instrumentation, 46th Int. Instrumentation Symp., Bellevue, WA (3 May 2000). (Tutorial)

Ohtani S-I
Ionospheric roles in the formation of daytime field-aligned current systems, Western Pacific Geophysics Mtg., Tokyo, Japan (25–30 Jun 2000). (Invited)

Ohtani S-I, Nosé M, Lui ATY, Liou K, Rostoker G, Nakamura M, and Singer H

Ohtani S-I, Nosé M, Lui ATY, Rostoker G, Nakamura M, and Singer H

Persons DF, Mosher LE, and Hartka TJ

Peter JJ
Experience using group systems decision support system software, presented to Towson Univ. Decision Support Systems Group, Towson, MD (25 Apr 2000).

Poland DD, and Fogel SA

Raney RK
Initial results from the D2P airborne flight trials, briefing to the CryoSat Science Advisory Group, ESA ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands (15 May 2000).

Raney RK, Porter DL, Gasparovic RF, and Fountain GH
WITTEX: A constellation of three small satellite radar altimeters, briefing to the Oceanographer of the Navy (23 Jun 2000).

Romensko BM, Charles HK Jr, Cristion JA, and Siu BK (Simpex Technol., Inc.)

Romensko BM, Charles HK Jr, Cristion JA, and Siu BK (Simpex Technol., Inc.)
Microelectronic wirebond evaluation by laser-induced ultrasonic energy, Int. Conf. on High Density Packaging and Multichip Modules (MCMs), Denver, CO (Apr 2000).

Rust DM
The Sun: The other Y2K problem, presented to The North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics, Durham, NC (27 April 2000).

Sadegh P (Tech. Univ. of Denmark), and Spall JC

Sikora TD, O’Marr EO, and Gasparovic RF
Anomalous cloud lines off the East Coast of the United States, 10th Conf. on Interaction of the Sea and Atmosphere, Fort Lauderdale, FL (29 May–2 Jun 2000).

Smith DG, and Nelson CV
Algorithms for identifying landmines using the time-domain electromagnetic identification (TEMID) sensor system, EUROEM 2000, Edinburgh, Scotland (2 Jun 2000).

Spall JC, Hill SD, and Stark DR

Stadler PA, Bristow JO, and Leitner JA
Expanding Earth and space science through distributed spacecraft systems, Living with a Star Workshop, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD (10–12 May 2000). (Poster)

Swaminathan PK
APEX North Star: High speed plasma jet optical data interpretation, presented to the Institute for Dynamics of Geosphere, RAS, Moscow, Russia (3 May 2000).

Takahashi K, Toth BA, and Olson JV

White ME
Missile propulsion, briefing to NSA, JHU/APL, Laurel, MD (18 Apr 2000)

White ME, D’Alessio SM, and Fuller ST (NAV AIR)
High-speed, air-breathing propulsion technology development—Dual combustor ramjet, presented at The Beckman Center, Irvine, CA (15 Jun 2000).

Wienhold PD, Lennon AM, Roberts JC, Rooney M, Kercher AK (JHU-CNDE), Nagle DC (JHU-CNDE), and Sorathia U (NSWC-CD)

Yahnin AG, Kornilov IA, Kornilov TA, Sergeev VA, Lui ATY, Liou K, Meng C-I, and Pajunpaa A
Do the observations confirm the high-speed flow braking model for substorms?, Int. Conf. on Substorms-5, St. Petersburg, Russia (16–20 May 2000).

The following papers were presented at the 25th European Geophysical Society (EGS) Mtg., Nice, France (25–29 Apr 2000):

Brinckerhoff WB, Cornish TJ, McEntire RW, Cheng AF, Benson RC, and Krimgis SM
Miniature laser time-of-flight mass spectrometers.

Lui ATY
Physics at the interface of tail and outer magnetosphere.

Lui ATY, and Meng C-I
Transition of research result to operational environment: Judging the practical need of space weather products.
The following papers were presented at the 4th IAA Int. Conf. on Low-Cost Planetary Missions, Laurel, MD (2–5 May 2000):

Bokulic RS
Advances in deep space telecommunications technology at the Applied Physics Laboratory.

Brinckerhoff WB, Cornish TJ, McIntire RW, Cheng AF, and Benson RC
Miniature time-of-flight mass spectrometers for in situ composition studies.

Cole TD, Cheng AF, Guo Y, Zuber MT, and Smith DE
Flight characterization of the NEAR laser rangefinder.

Fort D
The CONTOUR remote imager and spectograph.

Holdridge ME
Applying successful NEAR mission operations approaches and refining for CONTOUR mission operations.

Mueller J, Guo Y, von Mehlem U, and Cheng A
Aladdin mission concept.

The following papers were presented at the 2000 Spring Mtg. of the American Geophysical Union, Washington, DC (30 May–3 Jun 2000):

MESSENGER: A new look at the magnetosphere and atmosphere of Mercury, P51A-05.

Bernasconi PN, Rust DM, Eaton HA, and Murphy GA
First results from the January 2000 Flare Genesis flight.

Boynton WV, Solomon SC, McClintock W, McNutt RL Jr, Murchie SL, Robinson MS, and Trombka JI
Geochronological investigations of the MESSENGER mission to Mercury, P51A-07.

Carberry JF, Morrison D, and Romick GJ
The spectra of polar mesospheric clouds, SA12B-10.

Chapman CR, Thomas PC, Merline W, Joseph J, Izenberg NR, Veverka J, Robinson MS, Malin M, and Bell JF III
Cratering on Eros: Early NEAR characterization, P21A-05.

Cheng AF, and Beisser KB
The Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) education and public outreach program, ED22A-08.

Cheng AF, Garvin J, Zuber MT, and Smith DE
Geologic features of Eros from NLR altimetry, P21A-09.

Demagistris T, Gatisonis NA, and Erlandson RE
APEX North Star: MGD modeling of magnetic field and density perturbations from an artificial plasma jet, SM51C-09.

Erlandson RE, and Ukhorsky AJ
Simultaneous observations of ion cyclotron waves and pitch angle diffusion during geomagnetic storms.

The APEX North Star artificial plasma jet experiment.

Gavrielov BG, Kiselev YN, Podgorny IN, Sobyanin DB, Zetter JI, Erlandson RE, Meng C-I, Stenbaek-Nielsen HC, Pfaff RF Jr, and Lynch K
Ionospheric interaction of the North Star artificial plasma jets injected perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Hamilton DC, Gloeckler G, Krimigis SM, Mitchell DG, and Dandouras J
Bursts of energetic magnetospheric ions observed by Cassini in the dawn magnetosheath.

Hawkins SE III, Roelof EC, Gold RE, Lanzerotti LJ, Ho GC, and Lario D
Beam-like ~40–300 keV electron events measured at 1 AU by ACE/EPAM (1997–present) and from 1.5–5 AU during the Ulysses/HI-SCALE in-ecliptic mission (1990–1992), SH32B-04.

Ieda A, Fairfield DH, Liou K, Meng C-I, Mukai T, Saito Y, Machida S, Nagai T, Parks GK, and Brittnacher MJ
Substorm onset longitudes determined from spacecraft images and the associated magnetotail dynamics.

Izenberg NR, Bell JF III, Martin P, Clark BE, McFadden LA, Warren JW, and Veverka J
The NEAR near infrared spectrometer investigation of Eros: Early results.

Kane M, Decker RB, Mauk BH, and Krimigis SM
Solar wind velocity calculations at Voyager 1 in the outer heliosphere.

Kiselev YN, Poklad YV, Rybakov VA, Zetter JI, Swaminathan PK, Erlandson RE, and Meng C-I
Effect of formation of the ionized and luminous precursor ahead a high-speed plasma jet injected into the rarefied atmosphere.

Ku HC, Sibeck DG, and Wing SP
Three-dimensional MHD simulation of the magnetosheath plasma and magnetic field in the presence of the cusps.

Solar energetic ion events at 1 AU (AC) and at mid-latitudes (~50°S) at 3.5–5 AU (Ulysses).

Le GC, Russell T, and Takahashi K
A study of the morphology of the ring current using combined magnetic field data set from Polar, ISEE and AMPTE/CCE Spacecraft.

Liou K, and Meng C-I
Onset timing oriented constraints for magnetospheric substorm models.

Liou K, Newell PT, and Meng C-I
Seasonal effects on auroral particle acceleration and precipitation.

Lui ATY, Liou K, Nosé M, Ohtani S-I, Williams DJ, Mukai T, Tsuruda K, and Kokubun S
Near-Earth dipolarization: Evidence for a non-MHD process.

Mauk BH
Comparative magnetospheric perspective on the magnetospheric consequences of ionospheric plasma.

Mineralogy of Eros.

McNutt RL Jr, and Solomon SC
MESSENGER: Mission design and implementation.
Monaldo FM
Comparison of wind model predictions with SAR-derived ocean winds in the Alaska SAR demonstration.

Morrison D, Carberry JF, and Romick GJ
Transpolar wave structure of polar mesospheric clouds.

Murchie SL, Robinson MS, Li H, Domingue DL, Prockter LM, Thomas PC, Clark B, and Ohtani S-I
Storm-substorm relationships: The recovery of the Dst (Sym-H) index and geosynchronous dipolarization.

Pfaff RF Jr, Bounds SR, Erlandson RE, Meng C-I, and Zetter J
Electric field, magnetic field, and plasma density measurements on the Active Plasma Experiment (APEX) sounding rocket.

Porter DL, and Raney RK
WITTEX: A constellation of satellite radar altimeters for ocean monitoring.

Prockter LM, Thomas PC, Veverka J, Bussey B, Robinson MS, Murchie SL, and Domingue DL
Structural features on Eros.

Reisenfeld DB, Gary SP, Gosling JT, McComas DJ, Steinberg JT, Goldstein BE, and Neugebauer M
Solar wind helium temperature anisotropy: Ulysses observations.

Robinson MS, Veverka J, Thomas PC, Murchie SL, McFadden LA, Chapman CR, Malin MC, and Bell JF III
MSI observations of Eros.

Roelof EC
Comparison of 40–300 keV electron events between ACE/EPAM and Ulysses/Hi-Scale from equatorial to mid heliopotential (~ 50°S) at 3.5–5 AU.

Roelof EC
Evidence for beam-wave interactions in the onsets of impulsive 38–315 keV solar electron events: ACE/EPAM and Ulysses/Hi-Scale.

Romick GJ, Morrison D, McEvaddy PJ, Yee J-H, Ossing D, Bowman A, Reinders R, Baer GE, Paxton LJ, Murdock T, and Meng C-I
Observations of Leonid meteor spectra from 110 nm to 900 nm from the MSX satellite.

Rust DM, Davila JM, and Sharer PJ
The solar terrestrial relations observatory.

Safrankova J, Nemecek Z, Prech L, Wing SP, Sibeck DG, and Mukai T
Solar wind and magnetosheath HFAs: A comparison.

On the relationship between reconnection rates and magnetotail transport for different degrees of geoeffectiveness.

Shetter RE, Hofzumahaus A, Junkermann W, Swartz WH, Frost GB, Lefer BL, and Crawford JH
Photolysis of NO2: Comparisons of experimental measurements and models.

Magnetopause motion driven by interplanetary magnetic field variations.

Smith DE, Zuber MT, Cheng AF, and Garvin JB
Eros structure and dynamics from tracking and altimetry.

Swannathan PK, Erlandson RE, Kumar CK, Morrison D, Dogra VK, Nance RP, Taylor JC, and McKerracher PL
APEX North Star: High-speed plasma jet optical data interpretation.

Takahashi K, Hughes WJ, and Anderson RR
CRRES observation of Pi2 pulsations.

Eros: Shape, slopes, and slope processes.

Thompson DM
Random controls on semi-rhythmic spacing of pools and riffles.

Torbert RB, Lynch KA, Chatter M, Erlandson RE, Meng C-I, and Zetter J
APEX North Star: Electron and ion observations of an A1+ plasma jet.

Composition mapping of the asteroid 433 Eros with the NEAR x-ray/gamma-ray spectrometer.

Yee J-H
NASA TIMED mission: An overview.

The responses of O(1S) and OH emissions to gravity wave perturbations.

Zetter JI, Kiselev YN, Gavrilov BG, Poklad YN, Rybakov VA, Erlandson RE, Stoyanov BJ, Swaminathan PK, Meng C-I, Stenback-Nielsen HC, Pfaff RF, and Lynch K
Evolution of the high-speed plasma and radiation in active geophysical experiment North Star.

Zhu X
Diagnosis of dynamics and energy balance in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.

Zuber MT, Smith DE, Cheng AF, and Garvin JB
The shape and topography of the Asteroid EROS.

The following papers were presented at the 2000 American Control Conf., Chicago, IL (28–30 Jun 2000):

Chin DC, and Biondo AC
Multi-model interpolation of range-varying acoustic propagation.

Hill SD, and Spall JC
Inequality-based reliability estimates for complex systems.

Maryak JL, and Chin DC
Stochastic approximation for global random optimization.

Spall JC, Hill SD, and Stark DR
Some theoretical comparisons of stochastic optimization approaches.

AUTHOR INDEX
Developing battlefield-supportable systems through interactive seminars: A biological defense system example

Kohri K
AFFORDABILITY ANALYSIS
Affordability analysis for DARPA programs 21(3), 438–447. Kroshl WM, and Pandolfini PP
Integrating cost and performance models to determine requirements allocation for complex systems 21(3), 408–425. Luman RR

APL AWARDS
Writing and research and development awards 21(4), 588–595. Maier-Tyler LL

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
Critical velocities for rocket sled excitation of rail resonance 21(3), 448–458. Lamb JL

BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE
Ballistic Missile Defense WALEXs: Collaborative examination of requirements 21(2), 238–243. Kohri K, and Amann DW
Theater Air Defense cornerstones 21(3), 387–392. Foard TR

BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
Developing battlefield-supportable systems through interactive seminars: A biological defense system example 21(2), 256–260. Kohri K

COMPUTATIONALLY INTENSIVE RESEARCH
Critical velocities for rocket sled excitation of rail resonance 21(3), 448–458. Lamb JL

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
Migrating the HLA object model template to an IEEE standard 21(3), 337–347. Lutz RR

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SYSTEMS
Providing computer systems services for a diverse service organization 21(4), 546–554. Ahlbrand SD

COUNTERMEASURES
Mine countermeasures requirements to support future operational maneuver 21(2), 280–287. Pollitt GW

EDUCATION

ENGINEERING AND FABRICATION
APL’s electronic services at the turn of the century 21(4), 494–505. Hider PF, Alvarez EB, Dettmer JR, Feldmesser HS, Francomacaro AS, Moore KL, and Schlemmer SE
Expanding mechanical design and fabrication horizons 21(4), 506–515. Wilson DW, Bailey LE, and Bennett CE

FACILITIES
Fostering successful APL technical communications 21(4), 536–545. Pullin WR Jr, Peck AD, Susman DW, and Morris MK
Warfare Analysis Laboratory 2000 21(2), 231–237. Dean RJ

FLEET DEFENSE
Ship defense analysis process 21(3), 393–402. Farris RS, and Stuckey CB
HISTORY
Changing times: Evolution of the Technical Services Department 21(4), 468–477. Fletcher RA
EWTES (Echo Range) story 21(4), 582–587. Williamson AC
Retrospective on warfare analysis at APL 21(2), 192–202. Pace DK, and Gingras RE

HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

LOGISTICS
C4ISR in an operational context 21(3), 378–386. Salamacha C, Smoot S, and Farris K
Developing battlefield-supportable systems through interactive seminars: A biological defense system example 21(2), 256–260.
Kohr K
Linking warfighting and logistics 21(2), 288–298. Sinex CH, Basile SA, Sellers WA, Kerchner DW, and Gion TC
Mine countermeasures requirements to support future operational maneuver 21(2), 280–287. Pollett GW
Sufficiency analysis in surface combat force structure studies 21(3), 403–407. MM Morris

MATERIALS RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS

MISSILE SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY
Air-directed surface-to-missile study methodology 21(2), 244–250. Kauderer HT
Critical velocities for rocket sled excitation of rail resonance 21(3), 445–458. Lamb JL

MODELING AND SIMULATION VERIFICATION, VALIDATION, AND ACCREDITATION
Air Force WALEX applications 21(2), 251–255. Keane JF, Kohr D, Amann DW, and Clark DL
Ideas about simulation conceptual model development 21(3), 327–336. Pace DK
Simulation verification, validation, and accreditation 21(3), 359–367. Youngblood SM, Pace DK, Eirich PL, Gregg DM, and Coolahan JE

OCEAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Alaska SAR demonstration and near–real-time synthetic aperture radar winds 21(1), 75–79. Monaldo FM
Coastal observing systems: The role of SAR 21(1), 41–48. Johannesen JA
Computation of wind vectors over the ocean using spaceborne synthetic aperture radar 21(1), 100–107. Horstmann J, Lehner S, Koch W, and Tonboe R
Estimating oceanic mixed-layer depth from internal wave evolution observed from Radarsat-1 SAR 21(1), 130–135. Li X, Clemente-Colón P, and Friedman KS
Extracting fine-scale wind fields from synthetic aperture radar images of the ocean surface 21(1), 108–115. Mourad PD, Thompson DR, and Vandemark DC
Flood and coastal zone monitoring in Bangladesh with Radarsat ScanSAR: Technical experience and institutional challenges 21(1), 148–154. Werle D, Martin TC, and Hasan K
International fisheries enforcement management using wide swath SAR 21(1), 141–147. Montgomery DR
International policy on wide swath SAR ocean weather data 21(1), 170–176. Raney RK, and Nielsen CS
Low-backscatter ocean features in synthetic aperture radar imagery 21(1), 166–121. Clemente-Colón P, and Yan X-H
Mapping high-resolution wind fields using synthetic aperture radar 21(1), 58–67. Thompson DR, and Beal RC
Monitoring hurricanes over the ocean with wide swath SAR 21(1), 80–85. Friedland KS, and Li X
NOAA CoastWatch SAR applications and demonstration 21(1), 49–57. Pichel WG, and Clemente-Colón P
Rapid-repeat SAR imaging of the ocean surface: Are daily observations possible 21(1), 162–169. Holt B, and Hilland J
Role of wide swath SAR in high-latitude coastal management 21(1), 136–140. Olsen RB, and Wahl T
SAR signatures of the marine atmospheric boundary layer: Implications for numerical forecasting 21(1), 27–32. Young GS
SAR Symposium keynote address 21(1), 5–11. Winokur RS
Serendipity in the use of satellite scatterometer, SAR, and other sensors 21(1), 21–26. Brown RA
Synthetic aperture radar in Europe: ERS, Envisat, and beyond 21(1), 155–161. Attema E, Desnos Y-L, and Duchossois G
Testing and diagnosis of marine atmospheric boundary-layer structure from synthetic aperture radar 21(1), 94–99. Sikora TD, Thompson DR, and Bleidorn JC

Toward an international StormWatch using wide swath SAR 21(1), 12–20. Beal RC

Wind fields from SAR: Could they improve our understanding of storm dynamics 21(1), 86–93. Katsaros KB, Vachon PW, Black PG, Dodge PP, and Uhlhorn EW

Wind, slick, and fish boat observations with Radarsat ScanSAR 21(1), 68–74. Gower J, and Skey S

PATENTS

Patents 21(2), 304.

PUBLICATIONS, PRESENTATIONS, AND COLLOQUIA

Publications, presentations, and colloquia 21(1), 177.

Publications, presentations, and colloquia 21(2), 299.

Publications, presentations, and colloquia 21(3), 459.

Publications and presentations 21(4), 596.

SUBMARINE TECHNOLOGY


SURVEILLANCE AND RECONNAISSANCE

C4ISR in an operational context 21(3), 378–386. Salamacha C, Smit S, and Farris K

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR

Alaska SAR demonstration and near–real-time synthetic aperture radar winds 21(1), 75–79. Monaldo FM


Coastal observing systems: The role of SAR 21(1), 41–48. Johannessen JA

Computation of wind vectors over the ocean using spaceborne synthetic aperture radar 21(1), 100–107. Horstmann J, Lehner S, Koch W, and Tonboe R

Estimating oceanic mixed-layer depth from internal wave evolution observed from Radarsat-1 SAR 21(1), 130–135. Li X, Clemente-Colón P, and Friedman KS

Extracting fine-scale wind fields from synthetic aperture radar images of the ocean surface 21(1), 108–115. Mourad PD, Thompson DR, and Vandemark DC

Flood and coastal zone monitoring in Bangladesh with Radarsat ScanSAR: Technical experience and institutional challenges 21(1), 148–154. Werle D, Martin TC, and Hasan K

International fisheries enforcement management using wide swath SAR 21(1), 141–147. Montgomery DR

International policy on wide swath SAR ocean weather data 21(1), 170–176. Raney RK, and Nielsen CS

Low-backscatter ocean features in synthetic aperture radar imagery 21(1), 166–121. Clemente-Colón P, and Yan X-H

Mapping high-resolution wind fields using synthetic aperture radar 21(1), 58–67. Thompson DR, and Beal RC

Monitoring hurricanes over the ocean with wide swath SAR 21(1), 80–85. Friedman KS, and Li X
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